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What We Believe in

1. WE BELIEVE in the Eternal Laws of Nature as revealed through science, history, logic and common sense.
2. WE BELIEVE that the highest Law of Nature is the survival of our species by ALL MEANS AND AT ALL COSTS.
3. WE BELIEVE that our Race is our Religion.
4. WE BELIEVE that Racial Loyalty is the greatest of all honors, and racial treason is the worst of all crimes.
5. WE BELIEVE that what is good for the White Race is the highest virtue, and what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.
6. WE BELIEVE that the White Race is the finest and noblest creation of Nature.
7. WE BELIEVE that CREATIVITY is the essence of the White Racial Soul.
8. WE BELIEVE that the White Race is and always has been the originator and Creator of all worthwhile Culture and Civilization.
9. WE BELIEVE that without the White Race any worthwhile Culture and Civilization are impossible.
10. WE BELIEVE that for the White Race to survive, expand, and advance we need first of all a REVOLUTION OF VALUES THROUGH RELIGION; therefore we completely and categorically reject the Judeo-Christian-Democratic-Marxist-Liberal-Feminist values of today, and supplant them with new and basic values, of which RACE IS THE FOUNDATION.
11. WE BELIEVE that Jew-spawned Christianity is the deadly mind poison which destroyed the glorious White Roman Civilization and is currently destroying all of the White Race; therefore Christianity must be exposed, defeated and eliminated in order to save the White Race.
12. WE BELIEVE that the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion—CREATIVITY—is in every conceivable way far more logical, consistent, comprehensive, meaningful and inspiring than all other religions, ideologies and political parties combined; therefore we strive that it eventually replace all other religions, ideologies and parties, barring none.
14. WE BELIEVE in the total unification of the White Race on the basis of one Racial Religion (CREATIVITY) and one Racial Language (Latin) in a worldwide White Racial Community.
15. WE BELIEVE that the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion—CREATIVITY—has the potential of not only leading the White People to a worldwide victory, but also guiding them onward for the next million years towards a New White Renaissance, a Whiter and Brighter World, and a Glorious Era of the White Superman.
16. WE BELIEVE that the White Race, its Biological and Cultural Heritage, is now under attack by our mortal racial enemies: Jews, niggers and the mud races.
17. WE BELIEVE that, due to the Jew-instigated demographic explosion of the mud races, we must(as a matter of life or death!) not only start, but also win the worldwide White Racial Holy War within this generation.
18. WE BELIEVE that RAHOWA (Racial Holy War), under the victorious flag of the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion-Creativity-, is the only road to the resurrection and redemption of the White Race.
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The Five Fundamental Beliefs of Creativity

To be memorized and repeated as a sacred religious ritual by every Creator five times a day.

Based on the Eternal Laws of Nature, History, Logic and Common Sense we Creators believe:

1. **WE BELIEVE** that our Race is our Religion.
2. **WE BELIEVE** that the White Race is Nature's Finest.
3. **WE BELIEVE** that Racial Loyalty is the greatest of all honors, and racial treason is the worst of all crimes.
4. **WE BELIEVE** that what is good for the White Race is the highest virtue, and what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.
5. **WE BELIEVE** that the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion—CREATIVITY—is the only salvation for the White Race.

To the fulfillment of these Religious Beliefs we Creators forever pledge our Lives, our Sacred Honor and our Religious Zeal.

RAHOWA!
TOTAL WHITE VICTORY!

*****

- Learn to distinguish between claims and substantiated facts.
- Like smoking opium, Christianity is a flight from reality.
- Christ-Insanity promises "Pie in the sky when you die".
- Creativity, based on the Eternal Laws of Nature, History, Logic and Common Sense, is the White Man's natural religion.
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The Essence of a Creator

1. A CREATOR puts loyalty towards his own race above every other loyalty.
2. A CREATOR is responsible, productive and constructive.
3. A CREATOR places a high value on honor and self-respect, and will defend his own honor, the honor of his race and of his family at all costs.
4. A CREATOR recognizes both love and hate as the two most powerful driving forces in life: that both emotions are healthy and essential to life, and to possess only one and be deprived of the other is to be as crippled as a bird with only one wing.
5. A CREATOR realizes that both love and hate, in order to be constructive, must be directed in the proper channels and to do otherwise is destructive and suicidal.
6. A CREATOR therefore makes a careful distinction between his loved ones and his enemies. He loves, aids and abets those of his own race and his own kind, and hates his enemies, namely Jews, niggers and the mud races.
7. A CREATOR is eager, optimistic, aggressive, energetic, and self-sacrificing for the best interests of his people.
8. A CREATOR strives to keep physically fit and keep his body in the best of health at all times.
9. A CREATOR is inquisitive, adventurous, and has a cheerful zest for living.
10. A CREATOR is tough, tenacious, resolute, persistent, persevering, indomitable and indefatigable, as were the Ancient Romans.
11. A CREATOR is practical, down to earth and concentrates on those goals and activities that are meaningful and worthwhile.
12. A CREATOR is brave and courageous and always a proud credit to his people.
13. A CREATOR places high value on ATTITUDE, strives continually to maintain a healthy, positive and dynamic attitude towards life.
14. A CREATOR is an Achiever and a Producer.
15. A CREATOR is a problem solver.

*****

- Once we have straightened out the White Man's thinking, the battle is as good as won!
- Spread the word—words are powerful weapons.
- Nothing is more important than the survival and advancement of our race.
- It is our aim to shrink the colored races, and to expand the White Race.
- Civilization is plainly the creation and property of the White Race.
- We do not condone tolerance of other people's beliefs if they are an affront to our intelligence.
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What a Creator is not

1. A CREATOR is not gullible, and does not easily accept any statement, belief, assertion or assumption that to him is lacking in proof and/or is unreasonable in the light of his own experiences.

2. A CREATOR is not superstitious and disdains belief in the supernatural. He will waste no time giving credence to, or playing silly games with imaginary spooks, spirits, gods and demons.

3. A CREATOR is not interested in the future or welfare of the mud races, and shuns race mixing or any social intercourse whatsoever with the inferior mud races.

4. A CREATOR shuns sexual deviation.

5. A CREATOR does not whine, complain or indulge in self-pity, but instead faces problems realistically, gets to the root of problems, and determines to solve them.
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The Sixteen Commandments of Creativity

1. It is the avowed duty and holy responsibility of each generation to assure and secure for all time the existence of the White Race upon the face of this planet.

2. Be fruitful and multiply. Do your part in helping to populate the world with your own kind. It is our sacred goal to populate the lands of this earth with White people exclusively.

3. Remember that the inferior colored races are our deadly enemies, and that the most dangerous of all is the Jewish race. It is our immediate objective to relentlessly expand the White Race, and keep shrinking our enemies.

4. The guiding principle of all your actions shall be: What is best for the White Race?

5. You shall keep your race pure. Pollution of the White Race is a heinous crime against Nature and against your own race.

6. Your first loyalty belongs to the White Race.

7. Show preferential treatment in business dealings with members of your own race. Phase out all dealings with Jews as soon as possible. Do not employ niggers or other coloreds. Have social contacts only with members of your own racial family.

8. Destroy and banish all Jewish thought and influence from society. Work hard to bring about a White world as soon as possible.

9. Work and Creativity are our genius. We regard work as a noble pursuit and our willingness to work as a blessing to our race.

10. Decide in early youth that during your lifetime you will make at least one major lasting contribution to the White Race.

11. Uphold the honor of your race at all time.

12. It is our duty and our privilege to further Nature’s plan by striving towards the advancement and improvement of our future generations.

13. You shall honor, protect and venerate the sanctity of the family unit, and hold it sacred. It is the present link in the long golden chain of our White Race.

14. Throughout your life you shall faithfully uphold our pivotal creed of Blood, Soil and Honor. Practice it diligently, for it is the heart of our faith.

15. As a proud member of the White Race, think and act positively, be courageous, confident and aggressive. Utilize constructively your creative ability.

16. We, the Racial Comrades of the White Race, are determined to regain complete and unconditional control of our own destiny.
1. We believe in living in accord with our human biological heritage and in harmony with the Laws of Nature.

2. This means eating fresh wholesome food in its natural state as Nature has given it to us. It must be uncooked, unprocessed, unpreserved and not tampered with in any other way. This further means it must be organically grown, without the use of chemicals.

3. Availing ourselves of a clean, wholesome environment: fresh, unpolluted air; clean water; and the beneficial therapy from the direct rays of the sun, every day.

4. Some form of strenuous physical exercise several times a week.

5. Rest and relaxation, both mental and physical, including sound and efficient sleep.

6. A form of recreation that is gratifying to our sense of accomplishment.

7. A sense of purpose, security and confidence to fuel our goals for accomplishment and living the good life. We must have goals and we must be motivated.

8. Deliberate self-mastery of our life and our work.

9. Gregarious living within the framework of our CREATIVE religion, our White society and social intercourse with our White Racial Comrades. We are social animals.

10. Healthy expression of our sexual instincts.

11. Living in a pleasing and healthful environment.

12. We do not believe in the use of any "medicines", drugs, or chemicals as having any healing or therapeutic value. In fact, all medicines, drugs, narcotics and chemicals are poisonous and toxic to the human body. Furthermore, and for the same reason, we do not believe in the use of vitamin, mineral, or enzyme supplements, nor the use of artificial food coloring, preservatives, nor refined or fragmented foods.

13. We strongly believe in the practice of fasting as the best means of ridding the body of accumulated poisons and toxins. We are convinced that fasting is the most natural and effective means the body has of overcoming all forms of disease, and restoring itself back to health.

14. Living in, and promoting a eugenic White society. This means that we take particular care in not only assuring the perpetuation of our precious White Race, but we take deliberate care that the misfits are culled and that each generation advances to higher and more salubrious levels, physically, aesthetically, and mentally. (WMB: 39-40 & SL: 8-9)
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Three Short Rules for Maintaining Excellent Health

1. Eat only raw foods in their natural state, basically fruits, vegetables, grains and nuts.
2. Get plenty of physical exercise, preferably the kind that rev up the heart and lungs. Among these are jogging, tennis, swimming and similar activities.
3. Stay away from man-made chemicals of all kinds. This includes alcohol, nicotine, caffeine, sugar, preservatives, insecticides, narcotics and drugs of all kinds, whether prescription or non-prescription. (WMB: 46)

IMPORTANT NOTE:
At this point we Creators would like to clarify a very prevalent misconception that one cannot join the Creativity Movement without changing his eating habits. That is simply not true! Our goals of Salubrious Living, Latin as a universal language, organic farming, Eugenics, etc., are the long-term ADVANCEMENT-stage goals.

Therefore, their immediate implementation is not necessary for becoming a Creator. We Creators recognize that even the longest journey starts with the first steps! We urge every White person to read our books, join our Movement and take the first steps in the long and glorious journey towards a New White Renaissance, a Whiter and Brighter World, and a Magnificent Era of the White Superman.
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Classical Latin: The Universal Language of the White Race

The great language of the ancient White Romans was the universal language of all educated Europeans until the Jew-orchestrated "French revolution" of 1789 divided Europe into a polyglot of language-based "nations". In order to survive and prosper, the White Race must put Racial Loyalty above National Loyalty, and unite in a worldwide WHITE RACIAL COMMUNITY with one White Racial Religion (Creativity) and with one White Racial Language (Latin). RAHOWA!

- Aut vincere aut mori!
  Either victory or death!
- Delenda est Carthago!
  Carthage must be destroyed!

Roman Senator Cato the Elder used this slogan to end all his speeches in the Roman Senate. It became a battle cry of all Romans, and eventually Carthage was destroyed by the victorious Roman legions. Now the battle cry of Creators and the entire White Race must be:

DELENDA EST JUDAICA!
1. CREATIVITY is a White Racial Religion based on the Eternal Laws of Nature as revealed through science, history, logic and common sense.

2. CREATIVITY is a four dimensional religion whose fundamental approach is based on the idea of a Sound Mind in a Sound Body in a Sound Society in a Sound Environment. Above all it is concerned with the White Race as the Finest and Noblest Creation of Nature, and is truly the first real racial religion the White Race has ever had in the 6,000-year history of White Civilization. We Creators are proud to say: OUR RACE IS OUR RELIGION!

3. CREATIVITY is a racial religion that embodies the best values of genetics, biology, anthropology, philosophy, economics, art, literature, the health sciences, government, morality, the environmental sciences and all the other facets of living that the White Race has accumulated through experience over the millennia.

4. CREATIVITY is a worldwide White movement for the Survival, Expansion and Advancement of the White Race and the White Race alone. It strives to unite all White peoples of the world on the basis of one Racial Religion (CREATIVITY) and one Racial Language (Latin) in a worldwide White Racial Community.

5. CREATIVITY rejects the Jewish lie about the separation of church and state and strives for the unity of our White Racial Religion with our White Racial State.

6. CREATIVITY first of all aims to achieve a REVOLUTION OF VALUES THROUGH RELIGION, therefore it completely and categorically rejects the Judeo-Christian-democratic-Marxist-liberal-feminist values of today and supplants them with new and basic values of which RACE IS THE FOUNDATION.

7. CREATIVITY’s key criteria is: What is Best for the White Race. What is good for the White Race is the highest virtue; what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin. That is our Golden Rule.

8. CREATIVITY, instead of perverting the thinking of its supporters with a phantom world of the never-neverland, concentrates on life on this earth, the only domain in which man has ever been known to live, spiritually or otherwise. We aspire to make life on this earth richer, fuller, grander, and more rewarding than any civilization that has ever existed.

9. In CREATIVITY, whereas we concentrate on the here and now, we also place great importance on the past and the future of our race. We regard our race as a long endless golden chain of which we of the present are only a link. We honor our prestigious ancestors and we plan and prepare for our tremendously superior progeny of the future.

10. CREATIVITY is so designed that the White Race can thrive, prosper and advance for the next million years. This we can confidently predict because CREATIVITY is based on the Eternal Laws of Nature for the survival of our species, and for the upgrading of future generations of our race. This is in direct contrast to the sickly Jewish Christian creed, which promotes the survival and expansion of the inferior mud races and the worst elements of our race to detriment of our better elements. Creativity is the only road to White Victory!
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Lessons of Nature for White Survival

1. We must recognize and separate our own biological species, our own precious White Race, from that of the mud races.
2. We must recognize our natural enemies, namely the mud races, of which the Jews are the most vicious, treacherous and deadly. DELENDA EST JUDAICA!
3. We must recognize that our most important mission in life is the survival, expansion and advancement of our own kind and that we must make the world safe, not for democracy, but for the future of our own progeny, for all time.
4. Instead of accepting and succumbing to sick and degenerative Jewish ideas such as Liberty, Equality and Fraternity; Christianity, Communism and Democracy; race mixing and the promotion and subsidization of the scum and the inferior mud races, we must have a complete revolution of those values we hold dear, values that are promulgated by the White Race, for the best interests of the White Race and the White Race exclusively.
5. To do this, we must have a clear, consistent, comprehensive creed and program of our own, based on those values that are in our own best interests. Such a creed and program must embrace such key values as Racial Loyalty, White Racial Teamwork, Racial Purity, the Leadership Principle, the practice of eugenics and the upgrading of our racial species, and many other vital concepts as set forth in our own NATURE’S ETERNAL RELIGION, THE WHITE MAN’S BIBLE and other religious books of CREATIVITY.
6. We must realize that whether we like it or not, we, the White Race, are embroiled in a deadly racial war, a war not of our making, but contrived and orchestrated by the worldwide Jewish network. We are now in the precarious position of being exterminated, a crisis that is coming to a rapid climax. Unless the White Race soon becomes aware, aroused, organized and militant, we will soon be an extinct species.
7. We must also realize our own worth: that we are Nature's Finest, and also we must recognize our own strength and resources. Aroused, united and organized the White Race is the most powerful force on the face of the earth.
8. We must realize that we cannot save all of humanity, and that we have no obligation to do so. We must get our priorities straight and save our own precious White Race in accordance with the principles of TRIAGE. (See RL No. 67.)
9. We must now muster and mobilize those forces we possess and wage an all out war to destroy our enemies and save the White Race from extinction. We must mobilize and polarize around one powerful, comprehensive and militant creed to save ourselves and our future progeny. That creed and program is CREATIVITY and CREATIVITY exclusively.

****

- We must realize that we are now in a dire and crucial crisis in the life span of our race, and we must dedicate ourselves to winning this crucial battle for White survival at all costs, no matter what the price or the sacrifices required. We are Nature’s Finest, and in accordance with the Highest Law of Nature— survival of the species— we must and will use any and all means to secure the survival of our species. The end (White Survival) justifies the means (any and all means deemed effective and necessary). RAHOWA! WHITE POWER!
CREATIVITY: Creed and Program

1. CREATIVITY is a racial religion whose prime goal is the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race.

2. Our organization is known as The WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR. Our movement and religious philosophy are called CREATIVITY, and members of our church are called CREATORS.

3. Every issue, whether religious, philosophical, political or racial, is viewed through the eyes of the White Man, and exclusively from the point of view of the White Race as a whole.

4. The cardinal test of any theory, plan, or program is this: Will it accrue to the benefit of the White Race?

5. We believe that the White Race is Nature's finest creation of all time and that our most precious treasure is our White Gene Pool. Guarding the purity of our worldwide Gene Pool, enhancing it, and the upgrading of our future generations is our highest responsibility and our most sacred duty.

6. The four basic foundations of our religions creed are: A SOUND MIND in a SOUND BODY in a SOUND SOCIETY in a SOUND ENVIRONMENT.

7. Our Golden Rule is: What is good for the White Race is the highest virtue; what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.

8. A thorough and comprehensive study of history has convinced us that the Jews, with their odious Talmudic and Judaic religion, are the most sinister and dangerous parasites in all history, and that they now control and manipulate the finances, the propaganda, the media and the governments of the world. It is our sacred duty and unswerving goal to get these parasites off the back of the White Race, and enable the White Race to again take control of its destiny and restore it into its own capable hands. DELENDA EST JUDAICA!

9. We mean to cleanse our own territories of all the Jews, Niggers and mud races, and send them back to their original habitat. Starting first with the United States, we then want to help each White country to free their territories of the contamination of mud races, and prevent not only race-mixing, but geographic mixing of races within any of the lands now occupied by the White Race.

10. A tremendous weapon in the worldwide Jewish drive of race-mixing and proliferation of the mud races has been Jewish Christianity, concocted for the very purpose of mongrelizing and destroying the White Race. It is our avowed objective to expose this Jewish swindle and replace it with a sound, healthy racial religion of our own.

11. Our first and foremost problem in saving the White Race from mongrelization and genocide is to straighten out the confused and scrambled thinking of the White Race itself. Once we have accomplished that much, getting the Jews, Niggers and mud races off our backs will be relatively easy. When this has been accomplished, we then propose to expand the White Man's territory slowly and gradually, similar to the historic "Winning of the West" in early America, until the White Man inhabits all the good lands of this Planet Earth.

12. Simultaneously with the above, we mean to promote and practice Eugenics for the upgrading and advancement of the human species itself, as is spelled out in our THREE BASIC BOOKS: NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, and SALUBRIOUS LIVING.

13. We also are deeply concerned about the now rapidly deteriorating environment of our Planet Earth, which has not only become racially polluted, but is becoming highly contaminated with overwhelming masses of chemical wastes, nuclear wastes, and other dangerous and toxic poisons. As soon as the White Race again has control of its own destiny we mean to reverse this process, clean up the Planet and again make it a clean, pleasant and viable place for the White Race to live.

14. We also mean to address the problem of farmlands and soil fertility, a problem that is now out of control. As set forth in THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE (Creative Credo No.13, 14, and 15), we plan to put
into operation a program of restoring the fertility of the soil and conserving its stability on a worldwide basis.

15. We are also concerned about the physical and mental health of our people. In order to enhance and upgrade the physical well-being of both young and old, we mean to promote a natural lifestyle as set forth in The White Man's Bible, and further amplified in Salubrious Living. The salient components for such a program are summarized in both books under the FOURTEEN BASIC POINTS OF SALUBRIOUS LIVING.

16. Our basic philosophy is spelled out under the heading of THE SIXTEEN COMMANDMENTS in both Nature's Eternal Religion, and The White Man's Bible, and is part and parcel of our creed.

17. Our DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE FROM JEWISH TYRANNY is set forth in THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE (Creative Credo No.67).

18. Our program to overcome the tyranny and violence directed against the White Race is spelled out on PAGE 401 of The White Man's Bible, and we mean to follow and implement these steps, including ARTICLES 7 and 8 in the order listed, if and when the time should come when we are compelled to do so.

19. In Creative Credo No. 65, we have an additional creed of our Church enabling the White Race to protect itself from a hostile government, under the heading Articles for the Defense of the White Race. This, too, is part and parcel of our creed and program.

20. In a rapidly degenerating world that is now overcrowded and overrun with an explosion of inferior mud races; a world that is drug-ridden and already overly polluted with toxic chemicals and nuclear wastes; a world now steeped in anarchy, chaos and terrorism, it is nevertheless our ultimate and continuing goal to build in its place a WHITER AND BRIGHTER WORLD for our future generations.
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A Declaration of Independence from Jewish Tyranny

Since a penetrating study of both contemporary and Ancient history has conclusively revealed the following situation:

1. The Jewish race by choice has waged deadly, unrelenting warfare against us, the White Race, in order to destroy us.
2. The Jewish people are banded together in a various racial, religious and political conspiracy to gain control of all the money, all the economic and financial resources, all the land and territory and real estate of the world, in short, its total wealth.
3. The Jews have made it their primary goal to mongrelize, kill, decimate and otherwise destroy the White Race.
4. The Jews are determined to enslave all the races of the world, including the final mongrelized product of the White Race that they intend bringing about.
5. The Jews have in the past successfully and successively destroyed our White Racial ancestors, to name a few: the White Egyptians; the highly creative and gifted Greeks of Classical History; the great and noble Romans of ancient times.
6. The Jewish conspiracy now owns, monopolizes, and/or controls the majority of the White Man's industry, finances, educational facilities, news media, television networks, government, religion, and monopolizes all or nearly all instruments of thought control.
7. The White Race is now an occupied and enslaved people under the cruel heel of the Jewish tyranny. Now, therefore, we of the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR, in the name of all our White Racial Comrades throughout the world, proclaim this, our own Declaration of Independence.

We hereby resolve that it is our sacred duty and holy obligation, not only to ourselves, but also to our noble ancestors that produced us, and our precious progeny who will follow us, to bring about a world situation in which we are determined:

1. To throw off the yoke of Jewish tyranny and control.
2. To wrest control of the White Man's destiny into the loyal and capable hands of our own people.
3. To eternally fight for the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race.
4. To shrink our enemies, namely the Jews and the other mud races, and expand the territory, the power and the number of our own White Racial Comrades.
5. To make it impossible for the Jews and other mud races to ever again threaten the existence and well-being of the White Race.

To this, our Declaration of Independence, we forever pledge our Lives, our Sacred Honor and our Religious Zeal.
We Creators believe that Adolf Hitler was a pioneer who made a tremendous breakthrough for the White Race, but unfortunately he did not break the back of the Jewish monster. On the contrary, the Jews emerged victorious from the ashes of a defeated Germany. When WWII ended, the Jews were ten times more powerful than before that Holocaust began. Now, over forty years later they have further consolidated that power and tightened their death grip on the world, and on the White Race. It remains up to us, the present generation of the White People, to break that Jewish stronghold. Nobody else will do it for us.

We Creators have learned much from the Nazi experience and the mistake made in dealing with the Jewish monster. National Socialism was the first mighty breakthrough for the White Race, but it was not the total answer. In Creativity, the White Race finally has the total answer to the Problems of White Racial Survival, Expansion and Advancement! We Creators have come up with a completely different approach and use the same weapons the Jews have used so successfully for over 3,500 years, namely the POWER OF RELIGION.

1. There are at least eight Fundamental Differences between the Creativity movement and the Nazi movement, which have been outlined in Expanding Creativity (p.56-57) and Building a Whiter and Brighter World (p.50-51):

2. Whereas the concern of Hitler and the Nazi movement was to save Germany from the enemies that surrounded her, the overwhelming goal of the Church of the Creator is to save the White Race and insure the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race on a worldwide basis. We preach not nationalism, but Racialism.

3. Hitler himself stated that the Nazi movement was a political movement exclusively for the Germans and not for export. Creativity is, in contrast, a RELIGIOUS MOVEMENT designed for global proportions to embrace all the White peoples of this Planet Earth.

4. Whereas Hitler never tackled the issue of Jewish Christianity, and, in fact, sometimes even mildly identified with it, we confront Christianity head-on, expose its treacherous and deceitful nature, and its Jewish origins.

5. Hitler left us a burdensome legacy that still lingers on in the minds of many of his admirers, and that is that the Jewish problem must be solved as a political problem. We Creators say: not so, it is a religious problem that can only be solved by replacing Jewish Christianity with a powerful racial religion for the White Race. In the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion—CREATIVITY—we have such a solution.

6. Whereas the Nazi movement took a harsh and hostile stance toward many of its White neighbors— the French, the Poles, the Czechs, etc., Creativity, on the other hand, seeks to embrace and unite all the White peoples of the world in the spirit of White Racial Loyalty and solidarity.

7. Whereas Hitler formed a military alliance with one of the more powerful mud races, namely the Japanese, to help kill White peoples, to us Creators this is sheer treason and must never happen again. A cardinal rule of the Church of the Creator is: never, never again shall the White Race engage in suicidal warfare against its own kind but concentrate its power and hostility instead against its racial enemies— Jews, Niggers and the mud races.

8. Out "mythos" is the American scene of our White pioneering forefathers, Manifest Destiny and the Winning of the West, which we consider as the finest chapter in the history of the entire White Race. In contrast, the Nazi mythos was narrowly nationalistic in orientation, with the exclusive emphasis on German language and history.

9. We shun the "personality cult" approach to the overwhelming problem that confronts us and rely instead on logic and common sense, on the experience of history, and on the Eternal Laws of Nature as the broad and solid base upon which to build our powerful religious movement for the White Racial Survival, Expansion and Advancement.
We must not get into the rut of merely rehashing the problem endlessly. Let us instead direct our energies constructively towards solving the problem by building a massive White Racial movement. CREATIVITY is the solution.

There will never be a better time to get our act together than NOW. We will not get a second chance.

If the White Race isn't worth saving, what is?

The work of the Church of the Creator is to restore the natural instincts Nature gave to the White Race.
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Lessons from the Winning of the West  

One hundred years ago, on December 29, 1890, at the battle of Wounded Knee Creek, South Dakota, the White Race finally and absolutely triumphed in America. Let us honor and celebrate this glorious day— THE DAY OF TRIUMPH OF WHITE AMERICA— every year, and let us learn and remember the following important lessons of our history:

1. The most obvious and important lesson we must learn is that America, as every other country, empire, or civilization, was built by conquest. It was by force of battle, by spilling blood, by conquering the enemy that the White Man in America forcibly took the land from the Indians, and the Mexicans, and won independence from the British.

2. We White Racial Loyalists—Creators regard the wars against Indians and the Mexicans as of far greater significance than the war of the American Revolution against England. After all, Canada has prospered equally well, although it never formally broke away from England. Its smaller population is solely due to the fact that only its southern fringes lie in a hospitable climate.

3. If the American wars of pushing back the mud races and settling the conquered territories with White people were so productive in the past and were the "American Way", why scrap a winning formula? Why not apply the same successful program to the rest of the land areas of the world, not just for the U.S., but for the White Race as a whole? We White Racial Loyalists—Creators propose that this is exactly what we not only can do, but must do, if we are to survive. We have the intelligence, we have the power, and as Nature's Finest we have every Nature-given right to do so. Our White Racial Religion—CREATIVITY—furnishes us not only with the moral right to do so, but also the moral obligation to do so.

4. For those self-hating White bleeding hearts (whose minds have been polluted and perverted by jewish propaganda) we throw down this challenge: If you really believe that the White Man was wrong in conquering America, if you don't believe in the American way, why don't you set an example of demonstrating your convictions by deeds? Give your property back to a Mexican or an Indian, renounce your American citizenship, crawl into a hole and die. That's the bottom line of your idiotic conclusions, whether you know it or not.

5. We White Racial Loyalists—Creators take the contrary position. We take a position that both Nature and history have taught from time immemorial, and that is: Land and Race are Everything. Land is essential to the life and the preservation of our race. The survival, expansion and advancement of our race is the most vital goal in our existence. We White Racial Loyalists—Creators believe not only in expanding American territory, as did our glorious ancestors during the nineteenth century, but of following the same great "American way" of expanding the living area of the White Race all over the world, until the White Race inhabits every hospitable square mile on the face of the earth. RAHOWA! THIS PLANET IS ALL OURS!

 *****

- We believe that reality is a thousand times more meaningful than fantasy.
- The road to the White Man's salvation: dedication, propaganda, organization, leadership.
- Our minimum goal is to get the jews off our backs and wrest control of the White Man's destiny back into our own capable hands. From there on out, the sky is the limit.
- Christianity is a jewish mind scrambler that has confused the hell out of the White Race for over 1800 years. Join the White Man's Religion. Become a Creator.
- Are you a full time activist or a part time dabbler?
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We are Proud to be White Racial Loyalists

We Creators take this stand: Yes, we are proud to be Racists. Yes, we are prejudiced in favor of the White Race at all time, in all things. Only we call this Racial Loyalty, and anyone who is not loyal to the White Race we designate as a despicable traitor to his or her own race. (WMB: 25)

1. Nature decrees that each species look after its own exclusively and guard against its enemies. We will call this philosophy to each his own, or Racial Loyalty, in reference to people.

2. We must never again look at issues from anyone else's point of view, not through the snake's eyes, not through the jew's eyes, not through the nigger's eyes, or any other enemies' point of view. We must measure everything from our own point of view. We must consider every issue from the White Man's point of view, and no one else's.

3. The third conclusion logically follows the second and it will be the bedrock of our religion thinking, namely: What is good for the White Race is the highest virtue; what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin. We have already decreed this as our Golden Rule. (WMB: 25-26)

*****

- Never again must we be Traitor to our Own. As we proceed to build the philosophy of our religion for the survival of the White Race, let us never again look at the world through the serpent's eyes. We are not interested in the serpent's point of view. We have only one consideration: The White Man's point of view, The White Man's best interest, The White Man's welfare. To do otherwise is playing the traitor to our own race and an affront against the Laws of Nature itself. (WMB: 26)

- White Man, your first loyalty belongs to the White Race!
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CREATIVITY: White Racial Teamwork

In CREATIVITY we follow the experience of history. Eternal struggle is the price for survival. The winners of such struggles are those who organize, who have a battle plan, who practice racial teamwork. In CREATIVITY, as we unfold our creed and program, we endeavor to furnish the White Race with all these essentials, and more. (WMB: 32)

1. In Creativity we emphasize responsibility and duty over a libertine philosophy.
2. We favor the producer over the consumer.
3. We have learned from the hard experience of history that all libertine societies end in anarchy, and that anarchy is the cruelest and most destructive of all tyrants.
4. We believe in the fullest exercise of freedom within the context of organized society and responsibility toward that society.
5. We believe that the freest individuals are those within the framework of an organized White government, free from alien control and free from pollution of alien races.
6. We believe history and experience have shown that only on the basis of recognizing our enemies, destroying and/or excluding them and practicing racial teamwork can a stable lasting government be built for the progress, prosperity and advancement of the White Race. (WMB: 32)

*****

● CREATIVITY is a religion for the survival of the White Race.
● Time is running out. The time for action is NOW!
● The jew is the master of perversion.
● When Creativity triumphs the White Race will be jew-proof for all time.
● White Men of the World, UNITE! You have nothing to lose but jewish tyranny.
1. First of all, we must go back to the fundamentals of Nature, which is the heart of our religion—CREATIVITY.

2. We must realize first and foremost that the survival of our own race—the White Race—supersedes any and all other goals in importance. We must look at all issues through the eyes of the White Race and the White Race alone.

3. We must realize that we are not here to help others, least of all the scum of the earth, but to help ourselves.

4. We must realize that only by hard struggle on our own behalf can we survive and build a better race.

5. We must realize that only by building a better race can we ever build a better world. The two goals merge together.

6. We must clearly recognize our racial enemies—jews, niggers and muds—and treat them as such.

7. We must realize that such words as "help", "charity", "compassion", "humanitarianism", "aid to the needy", etc., are Jewish catchwords designed (a) to fleece the White Man, and (b) transfer the White Man's hard-earned substance to the niggers, the mud races and the freeloaders, and (c) thereby destroy the White Race.

8. We must realize that most of today's charity is promoted and channelled by the Jews and goes to the benefit of Jews, niggers and mud races.

9. We must realize that unselective and indiscriminate charity is not a virtue but a racial sin which is extremely destructive to the White Race.

10. We must never participate in any charity that benefits our enemies.

11. We must aim our aid, charity, contributions to benefit the White Race as a whole and be careful that even among our own kind we are not aiding and abetting those that could and should help themselves.

12. We must realize that by subsidizing those that are capable of helping themselves we are encouraging them to become freeloaders, we are thereby not really helping them but undermining their ability to become independent, useful members of our White Society.

13. We can render the most useful aid by teaching our White Racial Comrades how to best help themselves and fend for themselves. This applies especially to our own offspring.

14. We must realize that encouraging parasites at the expense of the productive group rapidly expands the parasites out of control and destroys the producers. This unfortunately is the course we are now pursuing and it obviously leads to the collapse of race, economy and civilization.

15. The thrust of our endeavors must, therefore, be just the opposite: encourage and increase the productive base and discourage, decrease and cull out the incapable, the useless and the freeloaders. Only by doing so can we build a stronger, more capable race and a better world of tomorrow. (*WMB*: 394-395)
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Priorities of the White Race

1. Our first priority is the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race. To achieve this goal no price is too high, no sacrifices is too great, and we will and we must utilize any and all means necessary to achieve this paramount goal.

2. To enable us to achieve our own survival, we must first and foremost get the parasitic jew off the back of our people, not only in America, but throughout the world. For too many thousands of years they have been the scrooge of mankind. DELENDA EST JUDAICA!

3. In order that we can organize ourselves and muster the power to smash the Jewish stranglehold, we must first destroy and replace Jewish Christianity, their most powerful and insidious weapon, with a healthy racial religion of our own.

4. The basic philosophy of such a religion must be: What is good for the White Race is the highest virtue; what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin. Racial Loyalty and White Racial Teamwork must be the foundations of our program.

5. Never again must the White Race be euchred into fratricidal wars of White Men killing White Men. If we must go to war, let us make damn sure we direct such wars against our real enemies—jews, niggers and the mud races.

6. As Nature takes its course and the mud races wither away of their own incompetence and inability to feed themselves, we must expand our own kind and colonize all the good lands of this Planet Earth.

7. We Believe that Planet Earth has a definite limit as to the number of people it can comfortably feed, house and accommodate. We believe that number is in the vicinity of one billion people. Once we are in charge of our own destiny, we can stabilize our world population at that number, and through the practice of eugenics constantly upgrade the health, intelligence and genetic quality of our people, thereby building a healthier, happier and more prosperous life for Nature's Finest for all time to come.

*****

● To say that the success of the CREATIVITY movement will mean so much to so many is an understatement. Do your part. Help bring it about.

● There will never be a better time to get our act together than NOW. We will not get a second chance.

● We want to start laying the groundwork now, for the Future Leadership Cadre of the White Race.

● Only a better people can build a better world. Without an uncontaminated White Race, this is unthinkable.

● Remember the Alternative: It is the fiendish obsession of the Jewish Establishment that no more White babies be born. Remember that is the alternative to CREATIVITY.
Our program to overcome the tyranny and violence against us, must proceed in the following order, from one emergency to the next:

1. It is not our objective to declare a war of violence against the Jews, niggers and other mud races. We will assert ourselves non-violently but be adamant in our pursuit to freely practice our religion as guaranteed by the First Amendment to the Constitution. We will demand, as everyone else, the right to peacefully assemble, as guaranteed by the Constitution, and the right to organize.

2. As we organize our churches, we will distribute *Nature’s Eternal Religion* and our *White Man’s Bible*, until we have placed a copy in the hands of a majority of our White Racial Comrades. We will make sure every White man, woman and child understands the Jewish conspiracy that is now upon us.

3. As the White Race becomes united, informed and aroused, we will boycott every Jew and every aspect of Jewish influence in our society. This includes boycotting the Jews in business, in their professions, in their political activities, in education, in religion, in the news media, theater, etc. Not only will we boycott them, but we will expose them, point them out and wage propaganda warfare against them, just as they are presently doing against the White Race. This we can do legally and very effectively once we get our religious structure organized.

4. We thereby intend to drive them out from our society in all phases of influence and power, just as Hitler did in Germany. We will let them peacefully "wither on the vine" or let them peacefully migrate to Israel where the Arabs can contend to them. In no case will we any longer subsidize them, do business with them, or allow our White Racial Comrades to be used as victims to promote the welfare of these parasites on our backs.

5. Once we have driven them from political office, we will follow this up with legal measures to forever exclude the Jews from positions of power or influences in government, education, propaganda, arts and theater or any other meaningful influence in our society, as did Hitler in Germany, and as did the Byzantine Empire over a thousand years earlier, and as the bandit state of Israel has done to all peoples who are not of Jewish birth.

6. In the meantime, while we are still in the process of regaining control of our own destiny, in no case will we ever surrender any of our guns or weapons, under any pretext, ruse or semblance of law whatsoever. Never, never, never, not even one gun. The Second Amendment gives us the constitutional right to keep our guns, and we damn well mean to exercise that right at all costs.

7. So far everything is legal. We have demanded nothing more than our Constitutional rights, the same as every other citizen. We hope we will need go no further. Now we come to the crux of our position: Should the Jewish government use force to violate our Constitutional rights to freely practice our religion; to peacefully assemble; to peacefully organize; to distribute our *White Man’s Bible*; to use mails and any other prerogative in promoting and expanding our legal religious organization and the full practice of our religion, then we have every right to declare them as open criminals violating the Constitution and the highest law of the land. They then obviously are the criminals, and we can then treat them like the criminal dogs they are and take the law into our own hands. This is the obvious, logical thing to do. We must then meet force with force and open warfare exists. It will then be open season on all Jews.

8. Should the Jews use assassination against our members, or our leaders, then the White Race must meet fire with fire, and retribution and vengeance will be our answer. For every one of ours they kill we will exact ten times their number, starting with the rabbis. When law and persuasion no longer protect our rights to survival then we must— as all free, courageous, intelligent people have done through the ages— turn on our tormentors with a furious vengeance and destroy them down to the last man. This is the thing the Jews fear above all— violence directly against their race, and rightfully so. With our superior numbers and fighting qualities, the Jews would be wiped our
mercilessly, should they violate our Constitutional rights and inflict violence against us. (*WMB:* 401-403)

*****

- Don't be a passive spectator. Become a militant activist in the White Racial Revolution.
- Ideology without action is sterile.
Now that we have the blueprint drawn, the foundations laid and the framework for the White Racial Religion of the future under construction, it behooves us to put muscle on the bones as quickly as possible. This we are attempting to do and the means to do it with are people—more good, aggressive, White activist people. We need to utilize our resources to the utmost and take advantage of every means at our disposal. (EC: 196)

As I have pointed out any number of times, religion is undoubtedly the most powerful motivator and energizer to ever influence the human elements throughout history. Combine this with a racial fervor as the Jews and Moslems have done and you have a combination that is intensely powerful. In CREATIVITY we finally have such a combination for the White Race. (EC: 196)

RELIGION, like fire, is a powerful force, but, like fire, it can be either constructive or destructive depending on how it is used, by whom, and on whom. As I have pointed out innumerable times, the Jews concocted Christ-INSANITY for us, slopped it on us, and used it as a powerful tool against us and for our own self-destruction. However, now that CREATIVITY has come along, we can take a long historical view of all this religious anarchy which the White Race has suffered and profit from the lessons it has taught us. We can and should learn from experience. We can and must especially learn from the disastrous experience such as the nightmare of mongrelization the White Race is being subjected to right now. We can learn the same methods, techniques and procedures our enemies use and put them to work for our own best interests. Now that we CREATORS are no longer interested in saving (the scum of) humanity, but instead look at every issue from the basis of our own Golden Rule ("What is best for the White Race?"); we, too, can do many powerful things with religion, our own religion. (EC: 196)

This short treatise is designed to emphasize only one limited phase of that all-encompassing program, and that is to fully utilize the extraordinary prestige and influence religious titles exercise in our culture and society. The Jews have bragged time and again that practically every new issue (such as integration and mongrelization) that they want to slop on the White Race they promote first through the ministers (the White Man's) and the churches as a moral issue. Why? Because there is an inherent "reverence" for "the Reverend." They not only use this ploy with the White "Reverends," but also and especially by means of black "Reverends" who, though they are just recently emerging from the jungles, are now almost instantly converted into a near deity by turning their collar around and draping them with the religious mantle of "Reverend". (EC: 197)

When they picked an alleged Communist, panderer and car thief by the name of Martin Luther Koon to head up the "civil rights" movement of the sixties, they first of all made sure that he had the title of "Reverend". They did the same with his successor, the "Reverend" Abernathy, although anyone looking closely into that dark and sinister face can visibly see in it more malignant criminal hatred for the White Race than any so-called Christian love and charity. The same goes for the "Reverend" Jesse Jackson, and a host of other black "Reverends" whose jungle English can hardly be comprehended. (EC: 197)

Well, two can play that game. We now have a religion of our own, a White Man's religion, established for the survival of the White Race, for the White Man's benefit. It is called CREATIVITY. Since religion is like fire, let us make sure we utilize ours to burn down the treacherous facade that is being used against us, and to fuel our own engines to steamroller the Jews and other mud races out of our culture. (EC: 197)

In CREATIVITY we have a legitimate, powerful religion that has every right, privilege and protection as spelled out under civil and religious guarantees of the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. We CREATORS DO NOT ASK the Jewish establishment whether we, too, can exercise those rights the same as any Jew or nigger. We do not stand there, hat in hand, begging. WE DEMAND that we have
those rights unquestionably, and woe betide any jew, nigger or race traitor who would stand in our way and fain deny us our legal rights and equal protection under the law of the land. (EC: 197)

So let us proceed and exercise our muscle and constitutionally guaranteed rights. Let us too have ordained Ministers and Reverends to spearhead our noble and sacred Cause. (EC: 197-198)

This is nothing new in our movement. We have been ordaining Ministers of the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR for over ten years, and presenting qualified members with Ministerial Certificates. The Mormons throughout their history have instituted the practice of obligating every member to become a lay missionary. What we now want to do is to step up our campaign and have every valid member of the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR apply for and, if qualified, receive a Ministerial Certificate, and become an Ordained Minister. (EC: 198)

What are the advantages of doing so? Well, there are many and I want to briefly recapitulate them here:

1. The prestige and recognition that automatically go with the title are a most valuable asset that has long been recognized by the Christians, jews and niggers. We, too, can capitalize on it.

2. The legal protection under the First Amendment is much more pervasive for a religious group, front, organization, or whatever, than say a political group (like the Nazis), or a fraternal organization, or a "charitable organization" (always suspect of fraud), or a civic organization, or any other. Whereas, the media or any political hack will eagerly kick a NAZI around like some dog, they will differently treat with kid gloves any "Reverend" who heads up a religious organization. Why? Because to attack him possibly opens up the same charges against all other "religious" organizations and could bring the wrath of the religious "establishment" down on their heads.

3. It lays the basis for the legitimate claim of exemption from the tyrannical and voracious jewish tax collectors. It is no guarantee, but it is a strong claim that we can and must defend. If the jewish synagogues get tax exemptions, why shouldn't we? If the niggers' "religious" establishments get tax exemptions, why shouldn't we? If the Catholic Church, which is headquartered in a foreign country, gets tax exemptions, why shouldn't we? The answer is: there is no reason in the world why we shouldn't and we must demand and defend our religious and civil rights guaranteed under the First Amendment (also, the Fourteenth— "Equal Protection under the law" clause).

4. Since most religious groups in this country (and around the world) are based on a most transparent hoax (the spook-in-the-sky swindle), but nevertheless wield a lot of political and moral clout, the jewish establishment (i.e., the government) is most skittish about arguing the issue in the courts, since it can and will bring out so many obvious flaws, swindles, hoaxes and contradictions that it might bring down the whole odious house of cards. We CREATORS must realize this, and that is our trump card— we are probably the only legitimate religion on the world scene whose beliefs, creed and philosophy are based on truth and reality. All others, be they Christianity, judaic, Mormon or Moslem, are totally based on a collection of hocus-pocus. Their basis is built on the flotsam of far-out superstitions, on myths, hearsay and lies that won't stand the light of day. They cannot either substantiate or justify their super-natural claims and swindles. Ours is based on fact, on the Eternal Laws of Nature, ON REALITY, on the truth. You can't beat that— but nevertheless, when we are forced to, we must defend it at all costs. (EC: 198-199)

All right, we now realize the advantages of a religious movement, especially ours. We realize the advantages of being an Ordained Minister of the Church and having the title of Reverend. So, why not utilize this advantage for every good, upstanding member of the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR? (EC: 199)

Why not, indeed? Why don't you become an Ordained Minister of the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR? Why not utilize your best talents for the promotion of our sacred goal— the survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race? (EC: 199)

So how do you go about becoming an Ordained Minister of our Church? Here are the steps:
1. First, become a member of our Church. If you are not now a member, you can become one by applying by letter and donating $35 to The Church. In return you will receive a Membership Certificate and a 12 month subscription to our periodical, *The Struggle*.

2. Next, after having thoroughly studied our creed and program as set forth in our three sacred books, write us for an application form to become ordained.

3. Upon submission of your application along with a passport sized photograph of yourself, your credentials will then be reviewed.

4. If you are deemed to be a legitimate White Man or Woman over the age of 16, and have convinced us that you are dedicated to the noble cause of the White Race, you will be awarded a Certificate of Minister, with all the ensuing credentials for becoming an inspirational leader in your area. This will have the further advantage of giving you the prestige and credentials to form a Church group of your own as set forth in our guidelines. Why not avail yourself of these advantages? Act Now! (EC: 199-200)

*****

- The essence of history is the rise and fall of races.
- Race has been the controlling factor in history.
- Jews, being the loudest in denouncing racism, are the most fanatic racist themselves.
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Sound Bites, Brain Bombs & Word Grenades

- My dear White Racial Comrades! Please listen carefully. The White Race is now at a crucial point of NO RETURN. It is headed for TOTAL disaster— total extinction. Unless we take a meaningful and drastic course of action the precious White Race will be gone forever. Help build the unique CREATIVITY MOVEMENT into a powerful battering ram and smash our Nemesis, the jewish network, forever.

- There is nothing secret about the program of the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR. We mean for the White Race to survive at any and all costs. Anyone who is against the survival of the White Race is our avowed enemy without any further equivocation.

- Dear White Racial Comrade: When you encounter CREATIVITY for the first time in your life, you are presented with a CAUSE towards which you can finally dedicate your total loyalty and commitment.

- Do something meaningful for the White Race: become an Ordained Minister of the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR and start a WCOTC group in your area.

- Christianity was invented by the jews as a tool with which to destroy the White Race.

- Christianity rapes the minds of otherwise intelligent men.

- To succumb to Christianity is to indulge in a cowardly flight from reality.

- Christianity is against Nature and against Nature's Finest.

- After the advent of Christianity the White Race wallowed in the Dark Ages for 1000 years.

- Christianity has enslaved, subjugated and enchained the intellect of its victims.

- The philosophy-ideology-religion of the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR is in harmony with the Laws of Nature.

- A religion should help to preserve, promote and advance the race which embraces it.

- Church and State should be united in the White Man's religion.

- Global White Racial Loyalty and Solidarity must be our constant goal.

- Race is everything. In order to survive and prosper, the White Race must overcome its five main enemies: judaism, Christianity, Communism, Liberalism and Nationalism.

- Think of yourself as a golden link in the endless chain of your Race.

- Our greatest task is to bring the White Man back to his senses.

- Nature herself created men unequal and the races unequal.

- The White Race is the Master Race.

- You can take the nigger out of the jungle, but you can't take the jungle out of the nigger.

- The Christian "other world" is as unreal as an LSD trip.

- The jews invented the most hideous idea ever spawned from a depraved mind— hell.

- Instincts are more than a hereditary memory from the experiences of our ancestors— they are also the drive for survival of the species.

- The jew is the root of all evil.

- Hate is as constructive an emotion as love, and hate and love go together.

- To deprive the White Man of hate is like de-clawing and de-toothing a tiger.

- Intense hate of the jew is the beginning of the White Man's liberation.

- The White Race will either overcome the jew or cease to exist.

- The survival of the White Race is our most important concern.
• Plow money back into your own race. It is the best investment you can make for your own future and that of your children.
• We Creators intend to reclaim this Planet for Nature’s Finest— the White Race.
• RAHOWA: The White Man’s total RAcial HOly WAry is our answer to the jewihs war of extermination against the White Race.
• The reason the White Race has been such an easy prey is that a major segment of the White Race is promoting its own self-destruction and the overwhelming moral force behind it has been none other than jewih Christ-INSANITY itself.
• The present U.S. government is a jewih Occupational Government (JOG): our enemy #1.
• If we are ever to restore this Planet Earth to its original pristine beauty and fecundity, there is only one answer— RAHOWA! Total racial warfare, total WHITE VICTORY!
• We must make this part of our religious conviction: it is better to die fighting for our race, for our White Race, than to surrender to the enemies of our race; it is much better to die a hero, than live a coward and a slave.
• We must realize that Nature never intended for any individual to live forever, and since die we must, the greatest honor and the highest dedication we can bestow upon our people, our race, is to fight to preserve it at all costs, or die in the attempt.
I. The primary mission of the WCOTC White Berets and White Rangers, collectively known as the WCOTC Security Legions, is to provide security services for the WCOTC members and property.

II. The secondary mission of the WCOTC White Berets and White Rangers, collectively known as the WCOTC Security Legions, is to prepare the WCOTC members for active and effective self-defense.

III. In order to accomplish their mission of security and self-defense, the WCOTC White Berets and White Rangers must:

(a) Organize themselves into small, tightly-knit Primary Groups (with minimum two, maximum ten, optimum five members), in accordance with the Primary Group Pyramid Structure as outlined in Racial Loyalty #55.

(b) Self-educate themselves in legal self-defense and always remember these principles:
   1. Never trust police, FBI or any other agents of the JOG. They are controlled functionaries of our enemies.
   2. Never allow them inside without a warrant, always demand to see a warrant.
   3. If unwillingly detained, demand to know if you are under arrest and under what charge.
   4. If under arrest, refuse to answer any questions and demand to see a lawyer. However, never trust a lawyer, especially if he advises you to break any of these ten basic legal self-defense principles.
   5. When questioned by the JOG, silence is your best defense.
   6. Be silent, suppress the urge to tell"your side of the story".
   7. Never plead guilty, never waive any of your rights.
   8. Never make any deals with the JOG.
   9. Never betray your comrades of the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR.
   10. Remember: nothing great is won without great sacrifices. Persecution and suffering are the inevitable obstacles on our path to victory. We must overcome them through dedication and perseverance. Let the great vision of a Whiter and Brighter World inspire and lead you through all trials, sufferings and deprivations.

(c) Self-educate themselves in physical fitness, martial arts, first aid techniques, police communications and armed self-defense. Legally own at least one handgun and become proficient with it through frequent target practice.

IV. All present actions of the WCOTC White Berets and White Rangers must be within the limits of "reasonable self-defense" and within the law. Do not resort to any illegal means or methods! Anyone who advocates actions outside of the limits of "reasonable self-defense" and outside the law can be assumed to be an agent provocateur and would be subject to being expelled from the organization.

V. Only a card-carrying member of the WCOTC can be a WCOTC White Berets or White Ranger. There can be no exception to this rule.

VI. Although oriented towards our youth as the most energetic defenders of our race, the WCOTC White Berets and White Rangers impose no age limitation on their membership. However, every member must be physically and mentally able to perform his duties effectively.

VII. The WCOTC HQ endorses and promotes with great enthusiasm both the WCOTC White Berets and White Rangers, therefore no matter which one of those two is selected by a WCOTC member, he will be part of the militant elite of Nature's Finest.
The basic difference between the White Rangers and White Berets is in the image and mystique, the type of heritage and tradition they want to emphasize, promote and emulate.

**White Rangers**, as the name implies, draw their inspiration from the tradition of the heroic White conquerors of the North American continent— Pioneers, Frontier Fighters, Cowboys and Texas Rangers. Their official uniform features white cowboy hat (with the WCOTC Logo) and cowboy boots.

**White Berets**, as implied by their name, draw their inspiration mainly from the heroic White military tradition, especially as exemplified by the elite commando units (such as paratroopers). Their official uniform features white military beret (with the WCOTC Logo) and paratrooper boots.

Despite the differences in image, mystique and tradition, we must always remember that the essence of a White Ranger and a White Beret is not in his uniform, but in his attitude. Our main goal is to revive the attitude of White militancy— the will to fight for what is White and Defend the one and only, true and revolutionary WHITE RACIAL RELIGION— CREATIVITY!
The logical, complete, comprehensive, conclusive, meaningful and inspiring philosophy-ideology-religion of CREATIVITY is the one and only racially religious TOTAL PROGRAM, FINAL SOLUTION AND ULTIMATE CREED for the survival and redemption of the White Race. It is a Creed and Program to which all White Men and Women can finally dedicate their total loyalty and commitment, knowing that the Creativity Movement is the only salvation for the White Race in its desperate struggle for survival. Dear White Racial Comrade, read our books and join with us in the glorious mission to awake the White People and to save the White Race!

NATURE’S ETERNAL RELIGION
By Ben Klassen, Founder of THE CHURCH OF THE CREATOR. Published in 1973. 508 Pages, 49 Chapters. This book sets forth the fundamentals of a Racial Religion for the White Race based on the Laws of Nature. It exposes the whole panorama of the sinister conspiracy that is threatening to mongrelize and destroy the White Race, and lays out an effective Creed and Program for the solution of the ills that beset the White People.

THE WHITE MAN’S BIBLE

SALUBRIous LIVING
Written by Arnold Devries and Ben Klassen, Founder of THE CHURCH OF THE CREATOR. Published in 1982. 244 Pages, 22 Chapters. This book spells out our program in detail for living a Natural Life Style and achieving and maintaining the Ultimate in Superb Health and Well being.

EXPANDING CREATIVITY

BUILDING A WHITER AND BRIGHTER WORLD
By Ben Klassen, Founder of THE CHURCH OF THE CREATOR. Published in 1986. 270 Pages. This book continues the lead articles from issues of Racial Loyalty where Expanding Creativity left off.

RAHOWA! This Planet is All Ours
By Ben Klassen, Founder of THE CHURCH OF THE CREATOR. Published in 1987. 262 Pages. This book details the Racial Holy War (RAHOWA) that is upon us and how we must fight that war to survive.

By Ben Klassen, Founder of THE CHURCH OF THE CREATOR. Published in 1989. 276 Pages. This book continues to trace the Genesis of the Racial Religion of the White People, its Origins and Historical Evolution as chronicled through the correspondence of its Founder.

*****

Also available, all written by Ben Klassen:
A REVOLUTION OF VALUES THROUGH RELIGION
AGAINST THE EVIL TIDE
ON THE BRINK OF A BLOODY RACIAL WAR
TRIALS, TRIBULATIONS, AND TRIUMPHS
Order any one book for $10, check or Money order at:

WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR
Pontifex Maximus Matt Hale
P.O.Box 2002
East Peoria, IL 61611
Hotline: (309) 699-0135
Epilogue

In the face of the impending White genetic extinction, there is now a new consciousness bestirring the White Race throughout the White World. It is a realization of what the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR has been preaching since its very inception in 1973, namely that:

(a) We, the White People, are embroiled in a racial war for survival on this Planet Earth;
(b) All non-White races—niggers, muds and jews— are our natural racial enemies in this fight for survival;
(c) The jews are leading and orchestrating this ruthless war of genocide against the White Race;
(d) The Christian churches are their most ardent ally and most potent weapon in undermining the White Race; and
(e) A RACIAL HOLY WAR under the victorious flag of the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion—CREATIVITY—is the ONLY SALVATION for the White Race.

In the RAHOWA! concept we have embodied a creed, a philosophy and a fighting slogan for a program of action that can and must pull the White Race out of the dismal quagmire of jewish domination and tyranny.

RAHOWA! In this one word we sum up the total goal and program of not only the WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR, but of the total White Race, and it is this: We take up the challenge. We gird for total war against the jews and the rest of the goddamned mud races of the world—politically, militantly, financially, morally and religiously. In fact, we regard it as the heart of our religious creed, and as the most sacred credo of all. We regard it as a holy war to the finish—a RACIAL HOLY WAR.

RAHOWA! is INEVITABLE. It is the ULTIMATE and ONLY solution. No longer can the mud races and the White Race live on the same planet and survive. It is now either them or us. We want to make damn sure it is we who survive. This Planet is from now on all ours, and will be the one and only habitat for our future progeny for all time to come.